Threat Intelligence License Software Advisory

Dear Cisco Customer,

Cisco Stealthwatch Engineering made the following improvement to the Threat Intelligence License (TI) feed (formerly known as the SLIC feed). Please review the Software Advisory notice here to learn more about the improvement.

For more comprehensive information about what is included in this software feature, refer to the Product Documentation for Stealthwatch Enterprise found here: https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/td/docs/security/stealthwatch/management_console/smc_users_guide/

| Affected Software and Replacement Solution for Threat Intelligence License |
|-------------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Software Type** | **Software Affected** | **Software Solution** |
| Cisco Enterprise Security | **Version:** Cisco Stealthwatch Enterprise – All Versions | **Version:** All Versions |

**Reason for Advisory:**

This software advisory addresses one software improvement.

**Improvements:**

Between November 20 and December 11, 2019, the Threat Intelligence License (formerly known as the SLIC feed) is undergoing improvements:

Improvements to TOR node list providers were implemented including, but not limited to, the addition of TOR node lists from Cisco Talos and other security threat intelligence sources.

Users do not have to make any configuration changes to take advantage of these improvements.